
Unit 5 A     : Ready for English challenges

Lesson1     : Week 1- Challenge n°1-  An English song for kids

You can find songs for kids on the British council website.

1- Find an English song for kids

2- Find the translation

3-Explain it in French

4-Learn it and sing it  add gestures, a choregraphy or flash cards

5-Send the video + the table to your English teacher

English song -title

Explanation in French

Sing the song □ by heart □ read the lyrics

Extra information □ gestures □ a choregraphy □ flash cards

□ objects



Lesson 2     : Week 2 -Challenge n°2- Write a short story for kids

Write a short story for kids and follow the different steps

1-Use the following words in your story :

a potato, a banana, a carrot, wonderful, purple

2-Write a story for kids about 8 lines

3- Make your story real. It can be a comic strip, a cartoon, a short video.

My story for kids :



Lesson 3     : Week 3 -Challenge n°3- A puppet show for kids

Imagine a show

1-Create a puppet; Use a sock

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2amKctfl3a0

2-Find a name

3-Imagine a monologue : the puppet introduces itself name, age, from ,hobbies..

I am/...
I am 25 years old

I have..(j'ai) (sisters and brothers)

I like (dancing, swimming..) I don't like (eating fish)

I am sociable, lazy.... I  am fond of

4-Film the show



Lesson 4     : Week 4 – Challenge n°4-Cooking with kids

Imagine a recipe 

Cooking with kids can be  fun. Imagine a recipe easy to make and to cook for kids and 

toddlers. You have to give the names of the ingredients and the instructions. Film the

recipe.

Watch the following video :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopdoXMIQKE

1-Choose a recipe

2-Explain it to the kids or toddlers

3-Film the cooking show

Give the instructions in English.

Go back to Unit 3     : Cooking and recipe

Tool Box

A bowl : un bol

A spoon : une cuillère

A plate : une assiette

Put : mets

Mix : mélange

Stir : remue

Pour : verse


